UCSF HOSPITAL REPLACEMENT
COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP (CAG)
ACTION TEAM MEETING

February 21, 2008
Agenda Overview and Feedback

Update on Exterior Design
• Overall Building Configuration
• Focus on 3rd Street
• Site Plan Development (Temporary 4th Street Condition)
• Design Updates
UCSF Commitment to the Community

- Will listen
- Will be honest and forthcoming
- Will be prepared with as much information as is available
- Will continue to commit to being a good neighbor to the Dogpatch and Potrero Hill neighborhoods
Let’s all commit to respectful discussion

- One conversation at a time
- Share “air time”
Actions Taken in Response to Community Feedback:

- ED Drive relocated from Mariposa to 4th
- Buildings set back/stepped back along Mariposa
- Helipad relocated to north end of block
- Helicopter test flight work group convened and test flight conducted
- Roof screens added to shield mechanical from Potrero Hill
- Reduced height of proposed connector building to 3 stories
- Opened first story of connector building to pedestrians and bikes
- Façade on 4th street simplified
- Build Green (Presentation in April)
- Create Open Space
- Roof is the 5th Elevation integrated into overall design
- 3rd Street …
3rd Street Comments Received:

- Long podium façade is undifferentiated, “suburban”
- Ambulance entry/exit conflicts with pedestrians
- Air intake louvers visually unappealing
- Nursing units float, don’t engage the ground
- Why isn’t there greenery?
- Concern about impact of service truck maneuvering
- Concern about image of energy center
- Engage community in energy center/sustainability
- 3rd Street feels like “back” of medical center
- Entrance needs to be more prominent, appealing
Building Configuration Update
Focus on 3rd Street
3rd Street Plaza Entrance
Site Plan Development
Design Updates
Children’s Hospital Entrance
End of Show